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Kanopy launched its Patron-Driven-Acquisition (PDA) model in 2013 following a pilot program in 2012 
with 6 libraries globally. Beginning in 2011, a number of colleges began inquiring about the possibility 
of PDA with Kanopy as a way to (1) open up a broad film program that included top producers and 
simplify administrative and acquisitions effort, whilst (2) ensure this could be done economically and in 
a way aligned payment to value (ROI). 
 
Today, Kanopy’s PDA is employed by thousands of libraries around the World seeking to grow their 
video streaming offerings in a sustainable way. Kanopy currently offers over 26,000 films from over 
800 leading producers such as Criterion Collection, PBS, California Newsreel, Kino Lorber, First Run 
Features, etc, and is constantly launching new release producers and films to its PDA collection. 
 
In the US, Kanopy counts over 1,000 academic libraries as PDA customers of all shapes and sizes, 
including Brown, Tufts, UMich, Nevada, Nebraska, Texas State, Columbia, Dartmouth, UConn, 
Emerson, SMU, UC San Diego, RISD, SAIC, Wake Forest, UNC, U Florida, Buffalo, Amherst, Smith, 
Swarthmore, Eastern Maine Community College, and more. In Canada, Kanopy works with over 100 
PDA customers including McGill, Ryerson, New Brunswick, Ottawa, Guelph, Conestoga, Northern, 
Fleming, and more. Kanopy also counts hundreds of other customers globally – from Australia to 
Singapore, the United Kingdom, Sweden and beyond – as PDA customers. 
 
Q: What are the benefits of Kanopy PDA? 
 
There are a number of reasons for the popularity of Kanopy’s PDA model: 

• Guaranteeing a strong ROI: Libraries only pay for films actually used and triggered - libraries 
only pay if they get true value from the resource. If no films trigger, they pay $0 because there 
are no platform or other fees involved 

• Supporting both research and classroom use: The trigger is set high (4 plays which have to 
take place within a 12 month period) and this is intended to provide the freedom for faculty and 
students to use films for research purposes, whilst also support a model for classroom use 

• Accessing a broad and great collection: It provides access to a broad film collection that 
includes top producers such as Criterion Collection, PBS, Kino Lorber and all new releases for a 
budget that libraries can set themselves and closely manage 

• Simplifying administration: There is no license management involved or processing of 
individual titles for faculty requests. Once set up, all processes are automated and libraries can sit 
back, promote the resource to faculty and monitor the usage 

 
Q: What experience have libraries had to point to these benefits? 

 
A number of colleges have conducted studies on Kanopy’s PDA model, including UMass-Amherst, 
Simmons College, Illinois State University, Queensland University of Technology, La Trobe University, 
and Rollins College. A number of findings have been made through these studies to point to the benefits 
above: 
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FINDING 1: 90% of PDA films were never previously available. 
90% of films that triggered were never previously available through the libraries in any format (VHS, 
DVD or otherwise), highlighting both the challenge for libraries in predicting demand and the 
opportunity for providing access to completely new resources. 
 
FINDING 2: Triggered films are heavily used.  
It is not the case that triggered films are only getting watched 4 times. UMass-Amherst (28,000 students) 
saw an average of 203 plays per triggered film, whilst Simmons (5,000 students) saw an average of 56 
plays. This confirms the concept that films reaching the 4-play threshold in a given year are films being 
used in the classroom. 

 
FINDING 3: For each film triggered, another ~15 are watched but not triggered.  
Hence, for each film invoiced, libraries actually get the value of 16 films watched. Libraries have two 
very distinct use cases for film – (1) classroom use (the select films that generate high use and trigger) 
and (2) research use (faculties and students browsing for research purposes. Supporting the latter use 
case under this model provides huge value – currently 50% of DVDs purchased are checked out less 
than 4 times during their shelf-life and 25% are never checked out at all. 
 

  
Figure 1: The Low Use and Depreciating Value of DVDs over time, UMass-Amherst and Simmons 

FINDING 4: ROI (cost per play) is much improved than all other models. 
For UMass-Amherst, cost-per-play under Kanopy’s PDA model was $0.74 after 2 years of experience. 
This compares to $18 for their DVD collection and $264 for their purchased streaming collections. The 
findings were similar for the colleges of Simmons, La Trobe and QUT. 
 

 
Figure 2: ROI by Acquisition Type, UMass Amherst, Simmons, La Trobe and QUT 
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Q: How does the PDA model work? 
 

STEP 1 - Set your budget:  
The first step is to set your PDA budget cap. You can set any budget you like – we have no minimum 
requirements. This is not a guaranteed payment – if films do not trigger, you do not pay and the budget 
is still yours. Most schools pre-deposit this budget, although this is absolutely not required and you can 
pay-as-you-go too. 
 
STEP 2 - Curate your collection:  
You can elect to open up all PDA collections or to design your own PDA collection from our list of 
subject areas and producers. Most libraries will typically open the full collection, being a patron driven 
program after all where patrons can determine the relevancy of films and films not used are not paid for. 
 
STEP 3 - Launch your solution:  
Kanopy will set up your library with a dedicated website with your PDA collection. This is a vibrant 
user interface with powerful user tools designed to engage your students and faculty and bring the magic 
of the films to your library. We work closely with you to launch your solution and our initiation program 
involves: 

• Providing free marc records (we also work with discovery solutions) 
• Coordinating administrative and liaison/faculty launch webinars  
• Providing promotional materials and support (posters, bookmarks, widgets, email templates, etc) 

 

 
Figure 3: Illinois State University Kanopy Website 

STEP 4 – Monitor activity:  
You can monitor the performance of your PDA program live from your library’s sophisticated Admin 
dashboard. At any time you can get a live update on performance, film usage, and where your budget 
stands. We send regular reports and invoice triggered films quarterly to simplify administration. You 
will have selected a default license period for triggered films upfront (1 year or 3 years), but you can 
always change the license period for any triggered films manually. Most libraries will set the default of a 
1-year license to be initiated for triggered films and then manually upgrade specific films for longer 
license periods if and when that makes sense. 
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Figure 4: Illinois State University Admin Dashboard 

 
Q: What collections can we open up under PDA? 
 
You can open up any of the collections in our catalog under PDA, excluding the Media Education 
Foundation (MEF) collection. You can browse some of our top producers here: 
http://www.kanopystreaming.com/supplier-channels. You can elect to open up all PDA collections or 
design your own PDA collection by excluding / selecting specific subjects (e.g. psychology, 
architecture, film studies, etc) and/or producers (e.g. Criterion Collection, Kino Lorber , PBS, etc). 
 
Q: What if I fall short of or use up my budget? 

If you reach the end of the year and have budget remaining, you can elect to roll the remaining budget 
over to continue your PDA program into the next year, or you can ask for remaining funds to be remitted 
and turn off the PDA program. 

If you reach your budget before the end of the year, the Kanopy team will be in touch with you well in 
advance to discuss your options. Inevitably if this happens, you will be close to the targeted time frame 
of access. Nothing will change until we have consulted with you. You will have two options: (1) top up 
your budget to continue as is for the rest of the year; or (2) keep the budget capped as set and turn off 
PDA. This will not cause any issues – all licensed films will remain live; all untriggered films will 
simply switch from “watch mode” to “request mode”. This means the untriggered films remain 
discoverable, the links to these films that may have been used remain valid, and students and faculty can 
still request access to these if required. Your library will receive automated notifications of these 
requests. Effectively this switches your library from “Active PDA” to “Mediated PDA”.  

Please visit www.kanopystreaming.com or contact info@kanopystreaming.com  
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